Research and Publication Colloquium

Challenges in post-industrial labour markets
In the context of post-industrial labour markets, we witness manifold challenges and developments. Be it in terms of new
risk structures, adverse outcomes or changing institutional settings. In this colloquium we would like to gather scholars
interested in labour markets and their interrelation with society to discuss their research and provide a platform to
get feedback on their work-in progress.
Whilst thematically the colloquium will be centred on the issue of labour market and society, the aim is to address scholars
from various disciplines, who work on these questions from a variety of different angles.
Topics of interest could include among other questions linked to:
-

New forms of social inequality and compensation demands resulting from changing labour market structures. What
strategies do governments apply to re-insert long-term unemployed, immigrants, or individuals with obsolete skills
into an increasingly competitive labour market? What kind of outcomes do these policies have on different groups?

-

The consequences of competitive labour markets on the appointing strategy of companies. What kind of strategies
do employers apply when choosing their collaborators and what kind of discriminatory patterns may arise as a
consequence?

-

Developments of institutions and policy schemes in the labour market domain. How do countries adapt to external
and internal pressures? And what are the consequences of flexibilising and activating welfare reforms?

Schedule autumn 2016
Date

Authors

Paper title

Discussant

Geopolis*
5th floor

27. September

Emily Murphy, and
Helen Buchs Jacobs
Center, Uni Zurich

Anna Wilson

GEO-5799

José Mata, HEC, Unil

“Access to jobs among the unemployed:
How does education under varying
labour demand affect immigrant and
natives’ search duration?"
“Immigrant entrepreneurship”

11. October

Lionel Cottier

GEO-5799

8. November

Lionel Cottier, Unil

“Culture and retirement in Switzerland”

Giuliano Bonoli

GEO-5799

22. November

Flavia Fossati and
Philipp Trein, Unil

Rafael Lalive

GEO-5899

6. December

Giuliano Bonoli and
Anna Wilson,
IDHEAP, Unil
Elena Maria Canadas
Espinosa, HEC, Unil

“Who benefits from short-time work?
The effect of labour market policy on
electoral behaviour “
Inclusion policies in dual VET systems: a
comparative study

Philipp Trein

GEO-5899

“The influence of gender-emotion
stereotypes on hiring decisions”

Flavia Fossati

GEO-5799

20. December

*to reach Geopolis by public transport: Metro M1, stop “Unil-Mouline”.

Organisation:
The colloquium entails a presentation of the paper for max. 20’, then max. 10’ comments by a discussant and 30’ general discussion.
The paper to be discussed will be circulated 7 days in advance, to give the discussant and the participants enough time to prepare their
comments.
The colloquium will be held ca. all 3 weeks on Tuesdays from 12.15-13.15. We provide sandwiches for the participants.
If you are interested to attend the colloquium and thus getting the papers in advance, please register sending an email to
flavia.fossati@unil.ch.
If you want to present your work-in progress next semester (spring 2017), please contact flavia.fossati@unil.ch.and refer to our
homepage: www.unil.ch/idheap/LMC

